
Terms And Conditions
Please read the terms and conditions related to being a client of AMC 
School Of Motoring.

1. Requirement for Tuition.
The client will need to be in possession of a valid UK approved driving 
license (Provisional or Full) for Category B (Car), will also need to 
meet the UK eyesight requirements and in addition must also agree to the 
following terms and conditions
Practical Test
AMC School Of Motoring reserve the right to refuse the use of the car for
the practical test if the client is deemed unfit or not ready to take the
test. On the day of the test a two hour session MUST be booked. If the 
DVSA change the time or date of the test then the client must communicate
this to AMC School Of Motoring, in compliance with the cancellation terms
following.

2. Payments & Introductory Offers
Payments need to be made at the point of booking, various card types are 
taken. Payments for block bookings need to be made no less than ONE WEEK 
prior to the first lesson of the block. Refunds will only be given as per
the cancellation policy. Introductory offers are only available on the 
first lesson and payment must be made in full as above. On occasion a 
booking may need to be rescheduled if a driving test booking is changed 
by the DVSA.
Driver Fitness & Use of the Car
If upon arrival, the client is deemed unfit to undertake the lesson due, 
for example, to the effects of medication, drugs, alcohol or fatigue, 
then they will NOT be able to continue with the session, however, will be
liable for the full cost of the duration of the session period that has 
been booked. 

3. Cancellation or lesson changes
All sessions are booked with the full intention of them being delivered: 
however, in the unlikely event that it becomes necessary for AMC School 
Of Motoring to cancel/change a session, the client will be provided with 
as much notice as possible and an alternative time or date that is 
suitable for both parties will be scheduled. Should this not be possible,
then upon request, the session fee (if prepaid) will be refunded to the 
client in full. Should the client need to cancel or change the date or 
time of a session, AMC School Of Motoring requires a minimum of 48 hours 
notice, so that time can be re-booked. Should the client be unable to 
keep to the booked appointment for whatever reason and gives less than 48
hours notice, then the session fee WILL STILL BE DUE FOR PAYMENT and it 
WILL NOT BE REFUNDED if it has been prepaid.  If the duration of a lesson
needs changing, then the difference in cost will need to be paid in order
for the change to be made.  This type of change may not be possible due 



to other diary commitments, and can be refused.

4. Fitness Or Damages
During driver training the instructor has a duty of care to keep the 
client and other road users safe. The instructor will also try to prevent
damage being caused to the car or any traffic offences by verbal or 
physical intervention. By agreeing to these terms and conditions, the 
client agrees they may be required to repay for any damages caused to the
car (internal or external including wheels) whilst driving, and MUST also
pay any fines for breaching any traffic laws (for example, speeding or 
driving in an active bus lane). Refusal to take instruction can also 
result in suspension of training and no refund will be given.

5. Refunds
Refunds will be given as follows : The number of lessons taken out of a 
block booking will be calculated at the current standard per hour rate. 
This total will be subtracted from the initial payment made for the block
and any balance minus a £25 admin fee will be given to the payer. No 
refund will be given if the cancellation policy has not been adhered to 
at any point during the course of lessons.

6. COVID & any other pandemic situation.

Any lessons that are cancelled due to covid will be rescheduled to a time
after the isolation period.  The student in question will need to isolate
for 14 days and also provide a copy of the government email stating the 
end date of isolation period.  Lessons may be charged if this evidence is
not supplied.

I agree to all the above terms & conditions 

Signed __________________________
Print Name ______________________
Date ____________________________


